
Return completed form along with the PowerPoint Presentation 

ACI-NA 2018 Excellence in Airport Concessions Awards 

Profile Form  

Category Name:    

Name of Concept/Airport:   

Company that Operates Concept:  

 

(If the airport/concept wins an award, the information provided above will be used in the media release)  

Use of Concept/Program and Branding 

Provide as general description of the concept/program and branding:   

 

 

 

 

Concessions Goals 

Provide a general description of the goals for your concession concept/program and how you met them: 

 

 

 

 

Design/Layout 

Describe how the concession concept/program makes the best use of the space allocated, including concessions’ 

placement in relation to passenger flows throughout the terminal or concourse: 

 

 

 

 

Revenue Performance (if applicable)  

(If the program/concept is less than one year, please enter performance numbers to date and make a note below) 

Concept/Program Square Feet  

Annual Gross Sales   

Annual Sales per Square Feet  

 


	ConceptProgram Square Feet: 56
	Annual Gross Sales: $161,805
	Annual Sales per Square Feet: $2,889
	Text1: Best New Retail Concept
	Text2: Up Pup 'N' Away/Hollywood Burbank Airport
	Text3: BRICKANDMORTAR.ME, INC.
	Text4: According to the American Pet Products Association “(APPA”), $60.28 billion dollars was spent in the U.S. pet industry in 2015. A survey done by the APPA in 2015 also shows that 65% of U.S. households own a pet, which equates to 79.7 million homes. Pets have become important members of our families. The Up Pup 'N' Away brand identity was created as a fun, playful, and unique concept that fits within the airport retail environment and is committed to offer unique pet products to passengers at Hollywood Burbank Airport. Up Pup 'N' Away only sells 100% American-made dog and cat toys, treats, and pet themed products for owners and animal lovers alike. Up Pup 'N' Away is committed to excellent customer service and providing quality, locally made pet products geared towards the traveling pet owner.      
	Text5: Marwick Kane, owner, operator, and local business owner of Up Pup 'N' Away created the store to to fill a void in the airport concession industry. Up Pup 'N' Away has become successful at creating a new space and selling pet products and other pet themed products that passengers love. Up Pup 'N' Away consistently exceeds customer service expectations by taking special orders upon request for items that portray a unique breed, carrying fun seasonal and holiday items, and carrying new merchandise that appeals to passengers. Up Pup 'N' Away has accomplished the airport's goal of establishing a successful local concept that creates a fun, exciting venue where our passengers can shop every time they fly through Hollywood Burbank Airport.   
	Text6: Up Pup 'N' Away is located at Hollywood Burbank Airport in Terminal A adjacent to gate A2. This is a strong location as it captures 90% of all passengers flying out of Terminal A. The concession showcases a unique, colorful and fun storefront, and focuses on providing excellent customer service and passenger engagement. The store is unique as passengers can easily touch, feel and see the products displayed in a quick and efficient manner without losing time to get to their gate. Owner Marwick Kane often brings his two long haired dalmatian registered therapy dogs that definitely helps to attract passengers to the store!


